Remember the ride some classmates, including Bill Chew, took from Juniata to the Capitol Steps in Harrisburg after being challenged by their track and cross country coach - Mike Snyder? Well, Bill is at it again and this time it was in support of an important cause.

Classmate Bill Chew and the Triangle Sports and Outing Club participated in a recent MS Bike Tour in North Carolina. That’s Bill – front row far right, and his sister Betsey – far left. If they look a little tired it is because this shot was taken after the first day of the event. The event consisted of two consecutive days of touring – 75 miles a day.
A wet start on day two with Bill and his teammates in the middle of the pack. Isn’t this a great picture with the riders reflection in the pool of water – there Support Team did a great job.

Believe it or not this shot was taken after the team completed two days of Challenging riding – look at how relaxed and satisfied they all look – now it is MILLER TIME!!!

Congratulation Bill and thanks to all of you that supported Bill with your pledges!